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Industrial Property Registrations Directorate 

IP Online Journal No. 26/2020 – 22 June, 2020 

Trademarks 

 
Publication for Oppositions 

 

In accordance with Rule 5 of the Trademark Search and Opposition Rules, 2018, the following applications for 
a trademark are being published. Opposition to the registration of the trademarks listed hereunder may be 
submitted to the Commerce Department within sixty (60) working days following the date of this publication 
via the ‘Notice of Opposition to a New Trademark Application’ section that can be found on the IP Portal 
www.ips.gov.mt, together with the prescribed fee of €50.00. 

 

(210)  TM/ 60703 

(220)  Filing Date: 02-03-2020 

(731)  Applicant:  
Phamaconsulta Ltd 

Susan Court B1 XBX 1103 Ta’ Xbiex. 
Malta 

(540)  Representation of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60703 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  26.04.0226.04.18, 29.01.0129.01.11 

(511)  Class number:  5 

(510)  Goods/Services: 

Pharmaceutical food supplement 

(526)  Disclaimer:  The label is registered only as distinctively reproduced. Registration gives 
no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘potent’, ‘fat’, ‘burner’, ‘dietary’ and ‘supplement’ 
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unless and only when used together. 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60759 

(220)  Filing Date: 08-03-2020 

(731)  Applicant:  
Clayton Camilleri 

110, Sorrento LQA1381 Luqa. Malta 

(540)  Representation of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60759 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  15.07.0115.07.02, 26.04.1226.04.16 

(511)  Class number:  20 

(510)  Goods/Services: 

Adjustable beds; Bed heads; Beds made of wood; Bunk beds; Camp beds; Cots; Cradles; 
Cribs for babies; Antique furniture; Antique reproduction furniture; Antique style furniture; Arm 
chairs; Assembled display units [furniture]; Audio racks [furniture] for use with audio 
equipment; Auditorium furniture; Babies’ bouncing chairs; Babies’ chairs; Baby changing mats; 
Baby gates; Bank furniture; Banking counters; Barstools; Bases for tables; Basin cabinets; 
Bath seats; Bathroom cabinets; Bathroom cupboards; Bathroom furniture; Bathroom stools; 
Bathroom vanities; Beach beds; Beam supported seating; Bean bag chairs; Bed chairs; 
Bedroom furniture; Bedside tables; Bedside lockers; Bedside cabinets; Bench seating; Bench 
tables; Benches; Benches for sports fields; Benches [furniture]; Benches with shelves; 
Bentwood furniture; Boards in the nature of furniture; Book holders; Book rests [furniture]; 
Book shelves; Book stands; Bookcases; Bookshelves; Booster seats; Bottle rails; Bottle racks; 
Box shelves; Cabinet doors; Cabinet work; Cabinets; Cabinets for storage purposes; Cabinets 
for storing articles; Cabinets for storing materials; Cabinets (Index -) [furniture]; Cabinets 
(Medicine -); Cabinets having fire protection properties; Cabinets [furniture]; Camping furniture; 
Camping tables; Canteen furniture; Card file cabinets; Carts for computers [furniture]; Cash 
desks; Castors; Chair beds; Chair legs; Chair pads; Chairs adapted for use by those with 
mobility difficulties; Chairs on skid frames; Chairs [seats]; Chairs with castor wheels; Chaise 
longue; Chaise longues; Chests; Chests for toys; Changing tables for babies; Chests, not of 
metal; Chests of drawers; Children’s furniture; Closets; Clothes lockers; Clothes organisers; 
Cocktail units [furniture]; Coffee tables; Composable furniture; Computer cabinets [furniture]; 
Computer desks; Computer furniture; Computer stands; Computer tables; Computer 
workstations [furniture]; Conference chairs; Conference tables; Consignment shelving 
[furniture]; Console tables; Connecting elements (Non-metallic -) for furniture; Contour chairs; 
Convertible chairs; Convertible sofas; Corner beads (Non-metallic -) for furniture; Couches; 
Corner units [furniture]; Counter tops; Counter tops for use with sinks; Counters for display 
purposes; Counters [furniture]; Counters [tables]; Countertops; Countertops [furniture parts]; 
Coverings (Fitted -) for furniture; Cupboard doors; Cupboard units; Cupboards; Deck chairs; 
Cupboards for tea-things (chadansu); Decorative edging strips of wood for use with fitted 
furniture; Decorative wooden panels [furniture]; Decorators’ tables; Desk racks [furniture]; 
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Desk tops; Desk units; Desks and tables; Desks; Dining chairs; Dining room tables; Dining 
tables; Dinner wagons; Dinner wagons [furniture]; Dish cabinets; Disc cabinets [furniture]; 
Display tables; Divan bases; Divans made of wood; Dividers for drawers; Dividing screens in 
the nature of furniture; Dividing panels; Domestic fire screens; Domestic furniture; Domestic 
furniture made of wood; Doors for furniture; Doors made of glass for furniture; Doors made of 
metal for furniture; Doors made of non-metallic materials for furniture; Doors made of plastic 
for furniture; Drafting chairs; Drafting tables; Drafting tables [furniture]; Draftsmans’ tables; 
Draughtman’s tables; Drawer dividers; Drawer fronts; Drawer guides (Non-metallic -); Drawer 
gliders (Non-metallic -); Drawer handles (Non-metallic -); Drawer knobs (Non-metallic -); 
Drawer runners (Non-metallic -); Drawer sliders (Non-metallic -); Drawer slides [furniture 
hardware]; Drawer storage for cards; Drawers; Drawers as furniture parts; Drawers for 
furniture; Drawers [furniture parts]; Drawing chairs; Drawing room suites; Drawing tables; 
Dressers; Dressers [dressing tables]; Dressers [furniture]; Dressing tables; Drop-leaf tables; 
Drum stools; Easy chairs; Easy-chairs; Edgings of plastic for furniture; Elastic straps 
(constituent parts of sofa seats); Electric piano keyboard benches; Elastic straps [constitutive 
parts of sofa seats]; End tables; Ergonomic chairs for seated massage; Expandable safety 
gates for stairs; Expandable safety gates for door openings; Extendible sofas; Extruded 
plastics edge beadings for furniture; Feet for furniture; Feet (Non-metallic -) for furniture; Felt 
pads for furniture legs; Filing cabinets; Filing cabinets in the nature of furniture; Fire guards; 
Fire screens [furniture]; Fireguards; Fishing chairs; Fireplace screens; Fishing stools; Fitted 
bedroom furniture; Fitted crib rail covers; Fitted cupboards; Fitted furniture; Fitted fabric 
furniture covers; Fitted kitchen furniture; Fixings, not of metal for furniture; Floatable [inflatable] 
seats; Flower-pot pedestals; Flower pot stands; Flower stands; Flower-stands; Folding chairs; 
Folding shelves; Folding tables; Food racks; Foot rests; Foot-rests; Foot stools; Footlockers; 
Footrests; Footstools; Frames; Free standing office partitions; Freestanding partitions 
[furniture]; Freestanding towel racks; Fronts of cupboards; Furniture; Furniture adapted for use 
by those with mobility difficulties; Furniture adapted for use outdoors; Furniture being 
convertible into beds; Furniture cabinets; Furniture casters, not of metal; Furniture chests; 
Furniture doors; Furniture doors made of glass; Furniture ferrules (Non-metallic -); Furniture 
fittings, not of metal; Furniture for babies; Furniture for bathrooms; Furniture for campers; 
Furniture for camping; Furniture for changing rooms; Furniture for children; Furniture for 
caravans; Furniture for conservatories; Furniture for displaying goods; Furniture for filing 
purposes; Furniture for house, office and garden; Furniture for indoor aquaria; Furniture for 
indoor terraria; Furniture for industrial use; Furniture for kitchens; Furniture for motor homes; 
Furniture for offices; Furniture for saunas; Furniture for shops; Furniture for sitting; Furniture 
for storage; Furniture for the physically handicapped, those of reduced mobility and invalids; 
Furniture for use in auditoria; Furniture for use in rest rooms; Furniture for vivariums; Furniture 
for washrooms; Furniture frames; Furniture handles, not of metal; Furniture handles of plastic; 
Furniture incorporating beds; Furniture (Inflatable -); Furniture joints (Non-metallic -); Furniture 
made from steel tubing; Furniture made from substitutes for wood; Furniture made from wood; 
Furniture made of plastics; Furniture made of rattan; Furniture made of steel; Furniture made 
principally of glass; Furniture moldings; Furniture of metal; Furniture of plastic materials; 
Furniture of plastics material for bathrooms; Furniture (Office -); Furniture panels; Furniture 
partitions; Furniture (Partitions of wood for -); Furniture partitions of wood; Furniture parts; 
Furniture racks; Furniture (School -); Furniture screens; Furniture shelves; Furniture supports 
(Non-metallic -); Furniture units; Furniture units for kitchens; Futons; Garden furniture; Garden 
furniture made of aluminium; Garden furniture made of metal; Garden furniture manufactured 
from wood; Garment covers [storage]; Glass cabinets; Glass furniture; Golf course benches; 
Guards (Fire -); Gun cabinets; Gun racks; Hairdresser’s chairs; Hairdressers’ chairs; Hangers 
(Non-metallic -) for shelves; Hangers (Non-metallic -) for shelving; Hanging storage racks 
[furniture]; Head-rests [furniture]; Height adjustable kitchen furniture; Height adjustable tables; 
High chairs; High chairs for babies; High seats [furniture]; High stools [furniture]; Holders for 
brochures [in the nature of furniture]; Holders for display material [furniture]; Hostess trolly 
[furniture]; Household furniture; Household shinto altars [Kamidana]; Ice storage shelves 
[furniture]; Index cabinets; Index cabinets [furniture]; Indexing cabinets [furniture]; Indoor 
blinds, and fittings for curtains and indoor blinds; Indoor furniture; Industrial work tables; Infant 
playpens (Mats for -); Infant walkers; Inflatable chairs; Inflatable furniture; Inflatable headrests; 
Integrated furniture; Interior window shutters; Japanese floor cushions (zabuton); Japanese 
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style arm rests (kyosoku); Japanese style floor seats (zaisu); Japanese style low desks 
(wazukue); Japanese style low tables (zataku); Joints for furniture; Key cabinets; Key cabinets 
[furniture]; Key racks [furniture]; Key holders [furniture]; Keyboards for hanging keys; Kimono 
racks; Kitchen cabinets; Kitchen cupboards; Kitchen display units; Kitchen dressers; Kitchen 
furniture; Kitchen tables; Kitchen units; Kits of parts [sold complete] for assembly into furniture; 
Kits of parts [sold complete] for assembly into articles of furniture; Kneeling frames; Kneeling 
stools; Laboratory furniture; Laboratory furniture [other than especially adapted]; Lap desks; 
Lap desks being furniture; Latch furniture, not of metal; Lawn furniture; Layette boxes [of wood 
or plastic]; Leather furniture; Lecterns; Legs for furniture; Letter racks [furniture]; Library 
shelves; Living room furniture; Locker boxes [furniture]; Lockers; Looking glasses; 
Loudspeaker stands [furniture]; Lounge chairs; Lounge chairs for cosmetic treatments; Lounge 
furniture; Love seats; Low armless fireside chairs; Magazine racks; Magazine storage files 
[furniture]; Marble tables; Massage tables; Mats for infant playpens; Medicine cabinets; Metal 
bench seats; Metal cabinets; Metal cabinets [furniture]; Metal drawers [parts of furniture]; Metal 
furniture; Metal furniture and furniture for camping; Metal office furniture; Metal screens 
[furniture]; Metal shelving; Metal shelving [furniture]; Metal storage cabinets; Metal tool 
cabinets; Metal wall units [furniture]; Metallic seats; Miniature furniture made of wood; 
Miniature furniture made of wood fibre; Mirror stands; Mirrored cabinets; Mirrors; Mirrors 
[looking glasses]; Mirrors (silvered glass); Mobile bar units [furniture]; Mobile display units 
[furniture]; Mobile partitions [furniture]; Mobile pedestals [furniture]; Mobile stools [furniture]; 
Mobile storage racks [furniture]; Mobile writing desks; Modular bathroom furniture; Modular 
desks [furniture]; Mosaic tables; Modular shelving [furniture]; Movable office partitions; 
Movable partition panels [furniture]; Movable screens [furniture]; Multi-purpose stands 
[furniture]; Nagamochi chests; Multiposition stands [furniture]; Nappy changing tables; 
Nightstands; Non-metal bins; Non-metal chests; Non-metal drawer trims; Non-metal furniture 
sliders; Non-metal safety gates for babies, children, and pets; Non-metal trestles for 
supporting tables; Non-metal upholstery tacks; Non-metallic chests; Non-metallic fittings for 
furniture; Non-metallic furniture [other than specially made for medical or laboratory use]; Non-
metallic handles for furniture; Non-metallic hooks for furniture; Non-metallic partitions 
[furniture]; Non-metallic racks [furniture] for use in storage; Non-metallic sliding doors for 
furniture; Non-metallic shelves [furniture]; Non-metallic storage racks [furniture]; Nursery 
furniture; Non-metallic wall shelves [furniture]; Occasional tables; Office armchairs; Office 
chairs; Office desks; Office furniture; Office requisites [furniture]; Office seats; Office shelving; 
Office tables; Oriental folding partition screens (byoubu); Oriental single panel standing 
partition (tsuitate); Ottomans; Outdoor furniture; Padded furniture; Panelling for furniture; 
Panels being parts of furniture; Paper hangers’ pasting boards [tables]; Paper racks [furniture]; 
Paper racks; Parasol stands; Partitioning (non-metallic -), [furniture]; Partitioning of metal 
[furniture]; Partitions in the nature of furniture; Partitions (non metallic -), [furniture] made from 
interlocking panels; Partitions (non-metallic -), [furniture]; Partitions of metal [furniture]; 
Partitions of plastics [furniture]; Partitions of wood for furniture; Parts of furniture (Non-metallic 
-); Pasting tables; Patio furniture; Pedestal cabinets; Pedestal chairs; Pedestal tables; 
Pedestal storage units [furniture]; Pedestal units [furniture]; Pedestals; Pedestals (Flower-pot -
); Pedestals for plant pots; Pedestals [furniture]; Personal computer work stations [furniture]; 
Piano benches; Picnic benches; Picnic tables; Picnic units [furniture]; Planning tables; Plant 
racks; Plant stands; Plastic casters; Plastic drawer lining material; Plastic edging materials for 
shelving; Plastic furniture for gardens; Plastic garden furniture; Plastic mesh cushioning sheets 
for lining shelves; Plastic racks for tools; Plate racks; Playpens; Playpens for babies; Playpens 
(Mats for infant -); Porch swings; Portable baby bath seats for use in bath tubs; Portable back 
support for use with chairs; Portable bassinets; Portable desks; Portable folding stadium seats; 
Portable partitions [furniture]; Portable sales display units [furniture]; Portable work surfaces 
[furniture]; Portable writing surfaces [furniture]; Potato bins [furniture]; Pouffes [furniture]; 
Prefabricated doors of metal for furniture; Prefabricated shelves [furniture]; Prefabricated 
doors of wood for furniture; Printer stands; Protective coverings for furniture [shaped]; 
Protective coverings for furniture [fitted]; Protective covers for furniture [shaped]; Protective 
covers for furniture [fitted]; Protective pads, not of metal, for chair legs; Rack bars for shelves 
[non-metallic]; Rack bars [furniture]; Racking [furniture]; Racks; Racks being furniture made of 
non-metallic materials; Racks being furniture of metal; Racks [furniture]; Reader stands; 
Reading easels; Racks [furniture] made principally of plastics for storage purposes; Racks 
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[furniture] made principally of wood for storage purposes; Racks [furniture] for casks; Recliners 
[chairs]; Reclining armchairs; Reclining chairs; Relocatable metal storage racks [furniture]; 
Relocatable non-metallic storage racks [furniture]; Removable partitions [furniture] of metal; 
Rice chests; Replacement seat covers [fitted] for furniture; Ritual flower stands; Rocking 
chairs; Roll-top desks; Rollers [casters], not of metal; Room divider panels [furniture]; Room 
dividers; Room dividing cupboards; Rotating stands [furniture]; Sales counters [furniture]; Saw 
benches being furniture; Saw benches [furniture]; Saw benches [vice], not of metal, other than 
parts of machines; Saw benches [work], other than parts of machines; School furniture; 
Screens for fireplaces [furniture]; Screens [furniture]; Screens [furniture] for display purposes; 
Screens [furniture] for use as room dividers in offices; Screens of reed; Seat covers [shaped] 
for furniture; Seat pads; Seat pads being parts of furniture; Seating furniture; Seats; Seats 
adapted for babies; Seats for children; Seats [furniture]; Seats of metal; Sectional metal units 
[furniture]; Security cabinets; Sections of panelling for furniture; Sectional non-metallic units 
[furniture]; Serving trolleys; Security cabinets [furniture]; Security cabinets (non-metallic -) 
[furniture]; Serving trolleys [furniture]; Settees; Shelf bars (Non-metallic -); Shelf brackets 
(Non-metallic -); Shelf brackets (Non-metallic -) being parts of furniture; Shelf dividers (Non-
metallic -) being parts of furniture; Shelf dividers (Non-metallic -); Shelf dividers of metal [parts 
of furniture]; Shelf supports (Non-metallic -); Shelf supports (non-metallic -) [parts of furniture]; 
Shelf units [furniture]; Shelves; Shelf supports of metal [parts of furniture]; Shelves being 
nursery furniture; Shelves for books; Shelves for file cabinets; Shelves for filing-cabinets 
[furniture]; Shelves for sale in kit form; Shelves for storage; Shelves for typewriters; Shelves in 
the nature of furniture; Shelves [furniture]; Shelving; Shelves of non-metallic materials 
[furniture]; Shelves of metal [furniture]; Shelving for sale in kit form; Shelving made of metal 
[furniture]; Shelving frames, not of metal [furniture]; Shelving parts (Non-metallic -); Shelving 
troughs; Shelving units; Shoe cabinets; Shoe organisers; Shoe racks; Shop furniture; Shop 
shelvings; Shower chairs; Shower seats; Side tables; Sideboard tables; Sideboards; Single 
leaf screens [furniture]; Slanted shelves; Slatted furniture; Sliding dividers [furniture partitions] 
for rooms; Sliding doors for furniture; Sofa beds; Sofas; Soundproof cabinets [furniture]; Space 
dividers [furniture]; Springs being non-metallic fittings for upholstery; Stackable furniture; 
Stacking dresser drawer units; Standing desks; Stands for calculating machines; Stands for 
flower pots; Stands [furniture] for indoor aquaria; Stands [furniture] for telephones; Stands 
[furniture] for use with television; Stationery cabinets [furniture]; Stools; Storage boxes for 
pillows [furniture]; Storage boxes [furniture]; Storage cabinets [furniture]; Storage cases 
[furniture]; Storage cupboards [furniture]; Storage drawers [furniture]; Storage furniture; 
Storage modules [furniture]; Storage racks; Storage racks for exercise weights; Storage racks 
for firewood; Storage racks for physical fitness equipment; Storage racks for storing works of 
art; Storage shelves [furniture]; Storage units for cupboard conversions; Storage units 
[furniture]; Street furniture, not of metal; Strips of plastic for protecting the edges of furniture; 
Stuffed furniture; Sun loungers; Support stands [furniture]; Swivel chairs; Swivel stands 
[furniture]; Swivel stools; Table leaves; Table legs; Table tops; Tables; Tables adapted for use 
by those with mobility difficulties; Tables for use in gardens; Tables [furniture]; Tables of metal; 
Tea tables; Tea carts; Tea trolleys; Telephone stands [furniture]; Temporary casters; Textile 
covers [fitted] for furniture; Textile covers [shaped] for furniture; Three-mirror dressing tables; 
Three piece suites [furniture]; Tie racks; Tiltable doors (Non-metallic -) parts of furniture; 
Tiltable doors of metal [parts of furniture]; Toilet cabinets; Tool boxes [furniture]; Tool cabinets 
(non-metallic -) [empty]; Tool chests [furniture]; Tool chests (non-metallic -) [empty]; Tool 
chests, not of metal, empty; Towel closets [furniture]; Towel dispensers, fixed, not of metal; 
Towel dispensers, not of metal, fixed; Towel stands [furniture]; Toy boxes and chests; Toy 
boxes [chests]; Toy boxes [furniture]; Toy chests; Transformable furniture; Transparent doors 
(Metal framed -) for furniture; Transparent doors (Non-metallic -) for furniture; Transparent 
doors of glass for furniture; Trestle tables; Trestles for use as table supports; Trestles 
[furniture]; Trestles [saw benches]; Trolleys for computers [furniture]; Trolleys [furniture]; 
Typing desks; Under-sink units; Umbrella stands; Units [furniture]; Units [furniture] for the 
display of stationery; Units [furniture] for the display of literature; Upholstered convertible 
furniture; Upholstered furniture; Vanity units [furniture]; Vanity units incorporating basins; Vice 
benches [furniture]; Vice benches, not of metal; Vitrines; Wagons (Dinner -) [furniture]; 
Wagons [trolleys] furniture; Walkers (Infant -); Wall chests; Wall cupboards; Wall-mounted 
baby changing platforms; Wall-mounted diaper [napkin] changing platforms; Wall-mounted 
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diaper (napkin) changing platforms; Wall mounted footstools; Wall-mounted gun racks; Wall-
mounted non-metal tool racks; Wall-mounted tool racks; Wall partitions [furniture]; Wall 
screening [furniture] for offices; Wall shelves furniture; Wall shelves [structures] of non-metallic 
materials; Wall shelves [structures] of metal; Wall sofas; Wall units [furniture]; Wardrobe doors; 
Wardrobe interior fitments; Wardrobe lockers; Wardrobe sliding doors; Wardrobes; 
Washstands [furniture]; Wickerwork; Wine racks; Wine racks [furniture]; Wood surrounds 
[furniture] for electric apparatus; Wood chopping block tables; Wood surrounds [furniture] for 
electronic apparatus; Wooden boxes for storing toys; Wooden chests for the storage of toys; 
Wooden chests with drawers covered with decorated paper; Wooden furniture; Wooden lattice 
work screens; Wooden panels for furniture; Wooden racks [furniture]; Wooden shelving 
[furniture]; Work benches; Work counters [furniture]; Work chairs; Work seats for the physically 
handicapped and those of reduced mobility; Work stations [furniture]; Work stools; Work 
surfaces; Work surfaces in the nature of furniture; Work tables; Work tops [furniture]; 
Workbenches; Worktables; Worktops; Writing desks; Writing shelves; Writing tables; 
Armchairs 

(526)  Disclaimer:  Registration gives no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘Bespoke’ and 
‘Builds’ except when used together. A claim is made to the colours RAL: 5012, RAL: 7001 and 
RAL: 9017 as appearing on the mark. 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60819 

(220)  Filing Date: 08-04-2020 

(731)  Applicant:  
Francis Busuttil 

5/6, Cantrija Complex NXR6613 Maghtab. 
Malta 

(540)  Representation of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60819 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  27.05.01 

(511)  Class number:  29 

(510)  Goods/Services: 

Bacon; Beef; Beef meatballs; Beef slices; Beef steaks; Beef tripe; Beefburgers; Burgers; 
Chicken; Chicken breast fillets; Chicken burgers; Chicken gizzards; Chicken legs; Chicken 
wings; Deep frozen chicken; Deep-frozen poultry; Duck; Duck meat; Fresh chicken; Fresh 
meat; Fresh poultry; Frozen chicken; Frozen meat; Frozen meat products; Frozen poultry; 
Frozen turkey; Game; Ham; Hamburgers; Lamb products; Lamb skewers; Liver; Meat; Meat 
and meat products; Meat, frozen; Meats; Minced meat; Packaged meats; Pork; Pork loin; Pork 
rinds; Pork steaks; Poultry; Sausages; Sliced meat; Tripe; Turkey; Turkey meat; Turkey 
products; Veal; Venison; Cooked seafood; Fillets (Fish -); Fish cakes; Frozen seafood; Frozen 
fish; Frozen shellfish; Smoked salmon 

(526)  Disclaimer:  Registration gives no rights to the exclusive use of the word ‘Foods’. 

. 
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(210)  TM/ 60820 

(220)  Filing Date: 08-04-2020 

(731)  Applicant:  
Francis Busuttil 

5/6, Cantrija Complex NXR6613 Maghtab. 
Malta 

(540)  Representation of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60820 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  27.05.01 

(511)  Class number:  29 

(510)  Goods/Services: 

Bacon; Beef; Beef meatballs; Beef slices; Beef steaks; Beef tripe; Beefburgers; Burgers; 
Chicken; Chicken breast fillets; Chicken burgers; Chicken gizzards; Chicken legs; Chicken 
wings; Deep frozen chicken; Deep-frozen poultry; Duck; Duck meat; Fresh chicken; Fresh 
meat; Fresh poultry; Frozen chicken; Frozen meat; Frozen meat products; Frozen poultry; 
Frozen turkey; Game; Hamburgers; Lamb products; Lamb skewers; Liver; Meat; Meat and 
meat products; Meats; Pork; Pork loin; Pork rinds; Poultry; Sliced meat; Turkey; Turkey meat; 
Turkey products; Venison; Veal; Frozen fish; Frozen seafood; Frozen shellfish 

(526)  Disclaimer:  Registration gives no right to the exclusive use of the word ‘Imports’. 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60883 

(220)  Filing Date: 26-04-2020 

(731)  Applicant:  
Dylan Vella 

11, Silver Dawn MGR2200 Zebbiegh. 
Malta 

(540)  Representation of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60883 
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(531)  Vienna Classification:  02.01.20, 18.01.0118.01.03 

(511)  Class number:  35 

(510)  Goods/Services: 

Retail services in relation to pet products; Retail services relating to food; Retail services in 
relation to fodder for animals; Retail services in relation to foodstuffs; Retail services in relation 
to toiletries 

(526)  Disclaimer:  Registration gives no right to the exclusive use of a) the surname ‘Vella’ 
except when used with the figurative element of the mark b) the words ‘wholesaler’ and c) the 
words and number ‘Since 1924’. 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60908 

(220)  Filing Date: 05-05-2020 

(731)  Applicant:  
Simon J Camilleri Holdings Ltd 

99, Mill Street QRM 3100 Qormi. Malta 

(540)  Representation of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60908 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  27.05.0127.05.17 

(511)  Class number:  41 

(510)  Goods/Services: 

Training services relating to health and safety 

(526)  Disclaimer:  Registration gives no right to the exclusive use of a) the words ‘Institute of 
Health & Safety’ except as distinctively reproduced and b) the symbol ®. A claim is made to 
the colours Hex: #1476b3, Hex: #c00d0d, Hex: #006633 as appearing on the label 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60959 

(220)  Filing Date: 06-05-2019 

(731)  Applicant:  
Justin Borg 

Silver Spring, Blk A, Flt9 ZBR9035 Zabbar. 
Malta 

(540)  Representation of the mark 

 FORT CREATIVE 

The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 
at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60959 
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(511)  Class number:  42 

(510)  Goods/Services: 

Design and graphic arts design for the creation of web pages on the Internet; Design and 
graphic arts design for the creation of web sites; Design of graphics and of livery for corporate 
identity; Graphic art design; Graphic design services; Graphic illustration design services; 
Industrial and graphic art design; Services of a graphic designer 

(526)  Disclaimer:  Registration gives no right to the exclusive use of the words ‘Fort’ and 
‘Creative’ except when used together. 

. 

                                                                                 
                 
 

Publication for Registration 

(210)  TM/ 60121 

(220)  Filing Date: 30-09-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
HOG 

Dear John VCT2231 Victoria, Gozo. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60121 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  27.05.0427.05.0927.05.1127.05.25, 

(511)  Class number:  43 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60128 

(220)  Filing Date: 02-10-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
PET SUBSCRIPTIONS MALTA LIMITED 

C 93343, APT 1, WILD THYME, SGN 9021 
SAN GWANN. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 
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The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60128 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  26.03.0126.03.0526.03.0726.03.1626.03.24, 11.03.07 

(511)  Class number:  39 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60130 

(220)  Filing Date: 02-10-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
PET SUBSCRIPTIONS MALTA LIMITED 

C 93343, APT 1, WILD THYME, SGN 9021 
SAN GWANN. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60130 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  26.03.0126.03.0526.03.0726.03.1626.03.24, 11.03.07 

(511)  Class number:  44 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60131 

(220)  Filing Date: 03-10-2019 

()  Effective date of registration (EUTM 
filing date): 06-03-2018 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
lars hansen 

stjernevej 20 9200 aalborg. Denmark 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 
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The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60131 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  05.03.1105.03.1305.03.14 

(511)  Class number:  5 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60133 

(220)  Filing Date: 03-10-2019 

()  Effective date of registration (EUTM 
filing date): 06-03-2018 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
lars hansen 

stjernevej 20 9200 aalborg. Denmark 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60133 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  05.03.1105.03.1305.03.14 

(511)  Class number:  29 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60225 

(220)  Filing Date: 22-10-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
Nicholas Scicluna 

Flat 5, St Martins Court San Gwann. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 FRISCO DISCO 

The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 
at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60225 
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(511)  Class number:  41 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60245 

(220)  Filing Date: 29-10-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
christian micallef 

18, zebbug road atd 9012 attard. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60245 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  10.03.1010.03.13, 24.17.05 

(511)  Class number:  21 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60247 

(220)  Filing Date: 29-10-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
christian micallef 

18, zebbug road atd 9012 attard. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60247 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  10.03.1010.03.13, 24.17.05 

(511)  Class number:  28 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60250 (732)  Holder of the Registration:  
Kevin Deguara 
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(220)  Filing Date: 30-10-2019 Il Piazzetta A, Suite 52, Level 5 SLM 1607 
Sliema. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 DF CONSULTANCY SERVICES 

The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 
at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60250 

(511)  Class number:  45 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60251 

(220)  Filing Date: 30-10-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
Kevin Deguara 

Il Piazzetta A, Suite 52, Level 5 SLM 1607 
Sliema. Malta 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 

 
The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 

at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60251 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  26.04.0226.04.0526.04.18 

(511)  Class number:  45 

. 

(210)  TM/ 60320 

(220)  Filing Date: 25-11-2019 

(732)  Holder of the Registration:  
Ursapharm Arzneimittel GmbH 

Industriestraße 35 66129 Saarbrücken. 
Germany 

(540)  Reproduction of the mark 
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The representation and full details of the mark are found on the National Trademark Register 
at: https://ips.gov.mt/NR/TM60320 

(531)  Vienna Classification:  02.09.04, 01.15.15 

(511)  Class number:  5 

. 

 
 

Grants of Supplementary Protection Certificates 
 
 
This Supplementary Protection Certificate indicated below has been granted in accordance with Article 8(1) 
of Legal Notice 260 (Plant Protection Products) or 261 (Medicinal Products) of 2002. 
 
 

(21) SPC/147/2020 
(68) EP37257/2736487 
(22) Filing date: 28 May 2020 

(71) Rigel Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (incorporated in the United 
States of America) 

 
(71) NEW (TRIMETHOXYPHENYLAMINO)PYRIMIDINYL FORMULATIONS 
(95) Product: fostamatinib 
       Product Type: Medicinal  
(93) Authorised: EU/1/19/1405 

 

GODWIN WARR, 
Comptroller of Industrial Property 

 


